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In this lesson, students read about, consider details of, and model sedimentary rock formation in different
environments. Students begin the lesson by reading and recording information about the different kinds of sediment
that form different kinds of rock and why these sediments build up in different environments. Students add a new layer
to their Sedimentary Rock Formation Models, showing two different kinds of sedimentary rock, to apply what they
learned about what makes sedimentary rock different and how different rock forms in different environments. Finally,
students reflect on what they’ve learned by returning to the Rocks and Fossils anticipatory chart and engaging in a
short reflective writing activity in response to the question How do rocks provide information about what an
environment was like in the past? The purpose of this lesson is for students to further build the understanding that
different sedimentary rock forms in different environments.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: A rocky outcrop in Desert Rocks National Park has a fossil in it.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: There are different kinds of sedimentary rock.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Different sediments build up in different environments. Therefore, different kinds of sedimentary rock form in
different environments.
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Students read in Fossil Hunter’s Handbook to learn why different sediment
builds up in different environments.

Instructional Guide
1. Summariz1. Summarize pre preevious levious lesssson and son and set purpoet purposse fe for this leor this lesssson.on.

2. Dis2. Distributtributee FFoosssil Huntsil Hunter’er’s Handbooks Handbook..

33. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagage 31.e 31. Have students turn to notebook page 31, Reading About Rocks and Sediment. Project
the notebook page on the board. Review the instructions and make sure that students understand how to complete the
table.

44. Ha. Havve se studenttudents rs reead inad in FFoosssil Huntsil Hunter’er’s Handbooks Handbook.. Remind students they only need to read about the kinds of rocks in
the table on page 31 in the notebook, so they should use the index to find the correct pages to read.

55. Student. Students cs completomplete the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students work with their partners to complete the rest of the table and
answer the questions on the notebook page.

66. L. Leead sad studenttudents in a whole-class in a whole-class diss discuscussion.sion.

1
READING

Environments in Fossil
Hunter’s Handbook

2 3

Environments in Fossil Hunter’s
Handbook

20
MIN

Remember that we are investigating the question How do rocks provide information about what an environment
was like in the past? In our previous lesson, we learned that different sediment builds up in different
environments, so different rock forms in different environments. Now we're going to focus on why sediment
builds up in different environments to begin with.

You will use Fossil Hunter’s Handbook to read more about how sediment can be different from one another and
why different sediment builds up in different environments.

Lesson 2.3
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Why do you think geologists use models? This prompt (on page 30 of the Investigation Notebook) asks students to
think about what they already know about why a geologist might use a model. The purpose of this prompt is to initiate
students’ prior knowledge about why models are useful in science, especially to geologists. Students will learn through
various experiences in the unit that models help them observe phenomena that are difficult to observe in real life.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Wals: Watater Speeder Speed
This lesson gives students some experience with the idea that the speed of water in an environment is one thing that
determines the size of the sediment that builds up there. This is not a specific learning goal of the unit, but was included
to help make the idea that different sized sediment builds up in different environments more concrete for students.

Possible Responses

What do you notice about the different types of sediment that make up different kinds of rocks?
[It’s different sizes.]

What is different about how different sediment is carried?
[Different sediment is carried by water flowing at different speeds.]

One thing that makes environments different is the speed of the water. An environment like a river has fast-
moving water that can carry large sediment like pebbles. An environment like a deep ocean has slow-moving
water that carries smaller sediment like clay. The speed of the water carrying the sediment is one thing that
affects the size of the sediment that builds up in an environment. This means different sedimentary rock forms in
different environments.

RRock:ock: conglomerate, Page 34
SSediment:ediment: pebbles, larger rocks, and sometimes sand
SizSize oe of sf sediment:ediment: large
HoHow is the sw is the sediment cediment carried?:arried?: by fast-moving water

RRock:ock: mudstone, Page: 36
SSediment:ediment: clay
SizSize oe of sf sediment:ediment: tiny
HoHow is the sw is the sediment cediment carried?:arried?: slow-moving water
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RRock:ock: sandstone, Page: 38
SSediment:ediment: sand
SizSize oe of sf sediment:ediment: medium
HoHow is the sw is the sediment cediment carried?:arried?: somewhat fast-moving water

HoHow arw are se sedimentediments diffs differerent frent from one another?om one another?
Different sediment is different sizes.

WhWhy doey does diffs differerent sent sediment build up in diffediment build up in differerent enent envirvironmentonments?s?
Different sediment builds up in different environments because the speed of the water is different.
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Earth’s Features—Lesson 2.3 31

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Reading About Rocks and Sediment

Using Fossil Hunter’s Handbook, read about why different sediment builds 
up in different environments. Record the information you find in the table 
below.

Rock Sediment Size of 
sediment

How is the 
sediment 
carried?

conglomerate

Page: 

mudstone

Page:

sandstone

Page:

How are sediments different from one another?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Why does different sediment build up in different environments?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students read in Fossil Hunter’s Handbook to learn why different sediment
builds up in different environments.

Instructional Guide
1. Summariz1. Summarize pre preevious levious lesssson and son and set purpoet purposse fe for this leor this lesssson.on.

2. Dis2. Distributtributee FFoosssil Huntsil Hunter’er’s Handbooks Handbook..

33. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagage 31.e 31. Have students turn to notebook page 31, Reading About Rocks and Sediment. Project
the notebook page on the board. Review the instructions and make sure that students understand how to complete the
table.

44. Ha. Havve se studenttudents rs reead inad in FFoosssil Huntsil Hunter’er’s Handbooks Handbook.. Remind students they only need to read about the kinds of rocks in
the table on page 31 in the notebook, so they should use the index to find the correct pages to read.

55. Student. Students cs completomplete the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students work with their partners to complete the rest of the table and
answer the questions on the notebook page.

66. L. Leead sad studenttudents in a whole-class in a whole-class diss discuscussion.sion.

1
READING

Environments in Fossil
Hunter’s Handbook

2 3

Environments in Fossil Hunter’s
Handbook

20
MIN

Recuerden que estamos investigando la pregunta ¿Cómo es que las rocas proporcionan información sobre cómo
era un ambiente en el pasado? En nuestra lección anterior, aprendimos que diferentes sedimentos se acumulan
en diferentes ambientes, así que diferentes rocas se forman en diferentes ambientes. Ahora vamos a enfocarnos
en por qué se acumulan los sedimentos en diferentes ambientes en primer lugar.

Usarán el Manual del buscador de fósiles para leer más sobre cómo los sedimentos pueden ser diferentes unos
de otros y por qué diferentes sedimentos se acumulan en diferentes ambientes.
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Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Why do you think geologists use models? This prompt (on page 30 of the Investigation Notebook) asks students to
think about what they already know about why a geologist might use a model. The purpose of this prompt is to initiate
students’ prior knowledge about why models are useful in science, especially to geologists. Students will learn through
various experiences in the unit that models help them observe phenomena that are difficult to observe in real life.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Wals: Watater Speeder Speed
This lesson gives students some experience with the idea that the speed of water in an environment is one thing that
determines the size of the sediment that builds up there. This is not a specific learning goal of the unit, but was included
to help make the idea that different sized sediment builds up in different environments more concrete for students.

Possible Responses

¿Qué notan sobre los diferentes tipos de sedimentos que constituyen diferentes tipos de rocas?
[Son de tamaños diferentes].

¿Qué es diferente sobre cómo se transportan diferentes sedimentos?
[Los diferentes sedimentos son transportados por el agua que fluye a diferentes velocidades].

Una cosa que hace diferentes a los ambientes es la velocidad del agua. Un ambiente como un río tiene agua que
se mueve rápidamente, la cual puede transportar sedimentos grandes como piedritas. Un ambiente como un
océano profundo tiene agua que se mueve lentamente y que transporta sedimentos pequeños como el barro. La
velocidad del agua que transporta los sedimentos es algo que afecta el tamaño de los sedimentos que se
acumulan en un ambiente. Esto significa que diferentes tipos de roca sedimentaria se forman en diferentes
ambientes.

RRock:ock: conglomerate, Page 34
SSediment:ediment: pebbles, larger rocks, and sometimes sand
SizSize oe of sf sediment:ediment: large
HoHow is the sw is the sediment cediment carried?:arried?: by fast-moving water
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RRock:ock: mudstone, Page: 36
SSediment:ediment: clay
SizSize oe of sf sediment:ediment: tiny
HoHow is the sw is the sediment cediment carried?:arried?: slow-moving water

RRock:ock: sandstone, Page: 38
SSediment:ediment: sand
SizSize oe of sf sediment:ediment: medium
HoHow is the sw is the sediment cediment carried?:arried?: somewhat fast-moving water

HoHow arw are se sedimentediments diffs differerent frent from one another?om one another?
Different sediment is different sizes.

WhWhy doey does diffs differerent sent sediment build up in diffediment build up in differerent enent envirvironmentonments?s?
Different sediment builds up in different environments because the speed of the water is different.
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Características de la Tierra—Lección 2.3 31

Nombre:____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Leer sobre rocas y sedimento

Usando el Manual del buscador de fósiles, lee sobre por qué diferentes 
sedimentos se acumulan en diferentes ambientes. En la tabla debajo, 
apunta la información que encuentres.

Roca Sedimento Tamaño del 
sedimento

¿Cómo es 
llevado el 
sedimento?

conglomerado

Página: 

mudstone

Página:

arenisca

Página:

¿En qué son diferentes unos de otros los diferentes sedimentos?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

¿Por qué diferentes sedimentos se acumulan en diferentes ambientes?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. 
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